Original designation:

Title: Nga:mha Crow Song

Contributor: G. Dutton

Tribe: Walangjiwalku

Locality: Brewarrina Aboriginal Station, New South Wales

Date: July 1938

Recorder: Norman B. Tindale

Type of Record: Wax cylinder (Edison)

Recording data:

Classification: Song

Where lodged: S. A. Museum

Reproductions made: none as of 1964

Comments:


Text: See attached

S. A. Museum - Speech and Sound Collections.
Title: Dande:ira of the Small Diver Bird

Contributor: G. Dutton

Tribe: Wainadjfwalku

Locality: Brewarrina Aboriginal Station, New South Wales

Date: July 1938

Recorder: Norman B. Tindale

Type of Record: Wax cylinder (Edison)

Recording data:

Classification: Song

Where lodged: S. A. Museum

Reproductions made: none as of 1964

Comments: This song came from S.W. Queensland at 'Nokabara:ra on the Wilson River, and belongs to the Ngandañara tribe. The language is old and not well understood, the place names are all watering places in the country of the man who sings it.


Text: See attached

S. A. Museum - Speech and Sound Collections.
Original designation:

Title:

Contributor:

Tribe:

Locality: Wallaga Lake, New South Wales

Date: 3 January, 1939

Recorder: Norman B. Tindale

Type of Record: Wax cylinder (Edison)

Recording data:

Classification: Song

Where lodged: S. A. Museum

(Original)

Reproductions made: none as of 1964

Comments:


Text: See attached

S. A. Museum - Speech and Sound Collections.
Original designation: 

Title: 

Contributor: 

Tribe: 

Locality: Wallaga Lake, New South Wales 

Date: 3 January, 1939 

Recorder: Norman B. Tindale 

Type of Record: Wax cylinder (Edison) 

Recording data: 

Classification: Song 

Where lodged: S. A. Museum 

(original) 

Reproductions made: none as of 1964 

Comments: 


Text: See attached 

S. A. Museum - Speech and Sound Collections.
Original designation: Song

Title: Inma song

Contributor:

Tribe:

Locality: Port Augusta, South Australia

Date: 20 June, 1939

Recorder: Norman B. Tindale

Type of Record: Wax cylinder (Edison)

Recording data:

Classification: Song

Where lodged: S. A. Museum

(Original)

Reproductions made: none as of 1964

Comments:

Sources: Tindale, Harvard-Adelaide Universities Expedition, 1939, Vol.IV, p.1027

Text: See attached

S. A. Museum - Speech and Sound Collections.
Original designation: Song

Title: Inma song

Contributor: 

Tribe: 

Locality: Port Augusta, South Australia

Date: 20 June, 1939

Recorder: Norman B. Tindale

Type of Record: Wax cylinder (Edison)

Recording data: 

Classification: Song

Where lodged: (original) S. A. Museum

Reproductions made: none as of 1964

Comments: 


Text: See attached
Title: Wati Kutjara song

Contributor: "Modju"

Tribe: Mandjindja Tribe

Locality:

Date: 18-25 May 1939

Recorder: Norman B. Tindale

Type of Record: Wax cylinder (Edison)

Recording data:

Classification: Song

Where lodged: S. A. Museum (original)

Reproductions made: none as of 1964

Comments:

Sources: Tindale, Harvard-Adelaide Universities Expedition Notebook, 1939, Vol. IV, p.1123

Text: See attached

S. A. Museum - Speech and Sound Collections.
Original designation:

Title: Wati Kutjara Song

Contributor: 'Modju

Tribe: Mandjindja Tribe

Locality:

Date: 17-25 May 1939

Recorder: Norman B. Tindale

Type of Record: Wax cylinder (Edison)

Recording data:

Classification: Song

Where lodged: (original) S. A. Museum

Reproductions made: none as of 1964

Comments:

Sources: Tindale, Harvard-Adelaide Universities Expedition Notebook, 1939, Vol. IV, p. 1123

Text: See attached